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About This Content
Baron Blade has long suffered at the hands of self-proclaimed "heroes." He tires of their constant harrying, their interruptions of
his plans, their love of doomsday device destruction. No longer! He has gathered a team, the Vengeful Five! They bring the
fight to the heroes along with an impressive army of villainous nemeses, each with their own vendetta against the many Sentinels
of the Multiverse!
Sentinels of the Multiverse: Vengeance is a mega-expansion to the award-winning cooperative comic-book card game, Sentinels
of the Multiverse. In addition to 5 new heroes and 2 devious environments, this product provides a new mode of play for the
heroes to face in the form of a team of villains - Players must work together to overcome their greatest challenge yet!
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Title: Sentinels of the Multiverse - Vengeance
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Handelabra Games Inc.
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016
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ill start off with this game is complete utter crap for me it dosint even load for others it might if you bought this game to play i
feel sorry for you it was a waste of 60 cents but it was one of the cheapest games on steam market and it is a simple way to get
your starter badge.. A great addition to an already great game. It is basically required because it's the only way to continue your
save.
. Great game! Highly addictive! It tests your wits and analytical (deductive) thinking. Whenever you discover a new element,
you get a funny quote about it. Lots of fun.. The citizen kane of early access games. This changed my life forever.. Well first
off this reminds me of another game in many ways when it started, "Stranded Deep". Personnely I think you are false
advertising the game by your reviews. There is nothing in this game that comes even remotely close to the Steams Store page
review's. My feeling is a bait and switch. For what I paid there is no loss. But anyone expecting what the reviews show it's not
gonna happen. I am going to wait and see if it even updates or simply disapears. Nothing worth playing at this time. Not even
ready to be sold as is.. If you liked the monkey island series you'll enjoy this. The puzzles are quite easy but there is some good
writing behind the characters and it's quite fun to play.. A worthy title of the puzzle genre, Splice offers a relaxing as well as
brain stimulating experience. The difficulty curve is just right, with the later levels being hard enough to provide a challenge
even for the experienced player. If you are into the genre, this game is absolutely recommended.
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What a great concept!
The graphics are pretty minimalist, but it is not a game where it comes to the latest graphics.
The physics is complete and works reliably, the possibility to switch to the stress indicator is particularly useful if you want to
improve your design.
The editor for the construction work is well thought out, you can completely concentrate on designing.
What bothers me personally a bit is the height grid, there could be a few lines less on it but you soon get used to it.
The tutorial is very detailed like the tooltips. The player has to learn how to operate, but more help you can't expect.
It also seems to get updated on a regular basis, which means that the developer(s) still actively working on it.
Overall, I find the implementation of a Bridge game well done, other than the usual sandbox games where you only have colored
cubes available.
I'll probably spend a couple of hours, mainly because it gets quite tricky in the advanced levels.. "The Most Accurate Game Of
The Year". I did a quick initial review for this game to give people a little insight from inside the games first 10-20 minutes or
so. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jNhb98MHJc
I can't really reccomend this game. Some of the material is pretty tasteless but I like the idea at least. I hope some of the issues
are resolved in the future. Also the game design for the puzzles needs work.. Good dialogue, visuals and intrigue that displays (at
least, in the ending I took >.>) a compassionate understanding of the worse traits of humanity. Beautifully crafted and written. A
story worthwhile consuming.. not fun dont buy, makes pp tiny. Excellent Mega Man-esque platformer. A lot of work was but
into this game for sure. Definintely worth beating.. Boring Model- and Environment-Viewer.
Let's you visit 4 environments from the main game.
Trackpad Locomotion / Trackpad Rotation.
Vive wands / controllers do not get rendered.
Very low res even though it was set to very high.. This game doesn't really bring anything new to the match-3 game genre, but
it's still fun to play, mainly because of all the stuff you can unlock.
The art is super nice and the music fits the genre perfectly. It's a solid for this price, though I'd love it if it was saving
automatically.. I remember playing this game when i was a kid, getting in the main menu and listening to the gorgeous intro song
is worth the full price
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